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My capstone project is a curriculum for elementary English Learners (ELs) in
kindergarten and first grade. My topic question is: How might culturally responsive teaching
(CRT) strategies and reading culturally authentic texts increase student capacity to identify with
and engage in learning for small groups of kindergarten and first grade ELs? In the curriculum I
first state the purpose and background information from the literature review. I describe the
components of the curriculum including Backward Design, district power standards, CLR
pedagogies, WIDA rubrics, and National Geographic REACH curriculum for elementary ELs.
Next, I provide a description of learning goals and essential questions. I further explain that the
unit is consistent with CLR pedagogies by promoting engagement and creating a sense of
belonging. It aligns with WIDA grade one, level four performance definitions in receptive and
productive language and can do descriptors: recount. In accordance with the Backward Design
framework, I develop the desired results of my unit using the project district rubric and
performance definition rubric. I chose Power Standard Two for first grade to be the learning
object for my unit: “Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development;
summarize the key supporting details and ideas.” The project includes district-created “essential
questions”. The district also created “Big Ideas” is included in the unit and correspond to goals in
stage one of Backward Design. This information is taken from the internal intranet of the study
school. I chose this standard because it is in the first grade standard-based report card as well as
addressed in can-do descriptors. The WIDA level 4 can-do descriptors are listed in the
beginning of my curriculum. With the power standards and WIDA can do descriptors
established, I include an overview of the essential components of the unit in a chart. The chart
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includes the culturally authentic read alouds, objectives, protocols, graphic organizers, family
connections, and assessments. Next, I include daily instructions and learning plans, including
CLR activities to implement the objectives. The curriculum consists of four weeks of 30 minute
small group lessons. The lessons are implemented in the EL room during small group EL
instruction. The first week of the lesson includes student cultural identity and exploration. The
opening ice breaking and cultural identity activity I use is Five Finger Introduction. In this
activity students trace their hand and write aspects about themselves on each finger. The second
week continues community building and practicing retelling plot. Week three includes
application of plot and message to new books and learnings. Finally, week four includes
formative assessments and writing about plot and message. Each lesson and objective includes
the use of CLR protocols, literature, and graphic organizers to guide students through the
objectives. Another component of CLR curriculum is VABBing cultural behaviors by using
literature and strategies that validate and affirm cultural values while building and bridging to
guide students to academic success. I incorporate a social justice theme of “Families are different
around the world” related to the power standard of retelling and read grade level appropriate
culturally authentic texts with the students. There are a variety of culturally authentic texts based
on the principles of cultural relevance that I highlighted in my literature review.
The rationale for the project is the need for more culturally responsive material for ELs in small
group instruction and independent reading in the classroom. Research shows a lack of published
children’s literature featuring plots and characters of minority cultures. The administration in the
project school had purchased many culturally authentic books for teachers and the library.
However, the majority of these books are ideal for classroom read alouds and at the reading
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level of students in second grade and beyond. Students in kindergarten and first grade do not
have access to culturally authentic texts during independent reading time or small group
instruction such as classroom teacher skills focused small group and other pull outs such as EL,
reading intervention or other. Therefore, the intended audience for this curriculum is
kindergarten and first grade ELs. The unit is meant to be taught in a small group EL room. The
teaching strategies and protocols have been adapted from classroom settings to small group.
They can all be used with groups of three students or less. With all these strategies and
components in place in this curriculum, I hope students are more engaged and see themselves
mirrored in what they learn and read everyday.
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Introduction
Purpose

“Literature transforms human experience and reflects it back to us, and in

that reflection we can see our own lives and experiences as part of the larger
human experience. Reading, then, becomes a means of self-affirmation, and
readers often seek their mirrors in books” (Bishop, 1990 p. 2). I created this
curriculum because I saw a need for students to see themselves mirrored in the
literature and lessons they are exposed to. English Learners (ELs) from the
project school come from many different cultural backgrounds. It is not often
they can connect to what they are learning, especially at the primary level (as
explained in the background research section). Home culture is important and
needs to be validated and affirmed daily, if not hourly, during school. This
curriculum combines many different sources to support students to feel loved and
celebrate all aspects of their culture. Furthermore, connection to family is
important because it gives parents an opportunity to engage and add their voice
and insight into their child’s learning experiences. This information to bridge the
connection between home and school.

Background Research
I conducted significant research on culturally responsive learning and
teaching. My initial thoughts were confirmed in my research: students must
connect with what they read and learn everyday for increased engagement and
participation. Another take-away from the research is: a significant gap exists in
culturally authentic literature available to primary ELs, particularly at their
instructional reading level.
Research-Based Components:
Culturally Authentic Literature: The Cooperative Children's Book Center

(CCBC) annually collects data about the different ethnic groups represented in
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children’s literature. In 2018, only 404 of 3,644 reported books were published
about African Americans, 54 about American Indians, 312 about Asian Pacific
Americans, and 249 about Latin Americans (CCBC, School of Education, University
of Wisconsin-Madison, 2019). Other minority groups are also sparingly represented
in children’s literature. For example, the researchers at the CCBC found that of
686 books reported mid-year in 2017 that characters were more likely to be
dinosaurs or animals than American Indian or Asian/Pacific American children.
Additionally, there were other misrepresented minority groups such as females and
children with disabilities (Horning, Lingren, Schliesman, & Tyner, 2018). These
statistics describe the current dilemma of under representation and
misrepresentation of all minority groups, especially ELs. To ensure a successful
academic experience for students, their culture needs to be fairly and accurately
portrayed in all texts students encounter at school.
I have carefully analyzed the texts included in this curriculum to ensure
they are culturally authentic and meaningful for students. Many studies show that
there are several requirements needed for a text to be considered culturally
responsive and authentic. (See Culturally Responsive Rubric, Appendix B). Texts
also need to be free from bias in all rings of culture. Another important aspect of
culturally authentic texts is addressing social justice issues. When students read
about topics that matter, they are more likely to be engaged and more willing to
partake in discussions about the text. Souto-Manning (2009) and Husband (2018)
both conducted studies to encourage students in grades K-2 to examine
segregation and distrimination using culturally authentic and multilingual literature.
Both authors recognize the importance of using a variety of culturally authentic
texts, articles, and CLR teaching strategies to foster success and enthusiasm for
reading and learning. Therefore, texts with the social justice topic of “Families
Are Different” are used in this curriculum.
CLR Pedagogical Methods: students should see themselves in what they read
and learn. Rooted in the foundation is students need to be validated, affirmed,
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built, and bridged or “VABBed”. Students need to feel validated and affirmed in all
aspects of learning, including instruction, literature, and behavior management.
VABBing students also means to recognize and support positive concepts and
events that historical institutional knowledge, and media, have made negative about
non-dominant cultures and languages (Hollie, 2015). Culturally responsive curriculum
allows and encourages students to know themselves and their culture. This includes
understanding the rings of culture. Hollie (2015) recommends other techniques to
get to know students and their identities, such as the Five Finger Introduction
where students trace their hand and write about different aspects of themselves
on each finger, which is included in this unit. This curriculum also includes
vocabulary, literacy, discussion, and movement protocols, created by Hollie (2015).
Another important aspect of this curriculum is using sentence frames and graphic
organizers. This helps students organize their thoughts and build and bridge to
help them see success. Graphic organizers and sentence stems are incorporated to
help students organize their expressive output.
Family and Home Language Connection: Inviting families to be a part of their
student education is essential to build trust with families and to bridge the
home-school connection. Throughout the unit, students share and engage with
family about what they are learning. Discussion questions are also provided for
parents to connect home culture to school. At the end of the curriculum, students
create a story about their family using family input and home language.
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DESIGN COMPONENTS
Backward Design
The central idea behind this curriculum framework is Backward Design
(Wiggins & McTighe, 2011). Backward Design curriculum is rooted in identifying
the desired outcomes of a curriculum and evidence to show that learning has

occurred. This is different, or backward from typical curriculum design, where
instruction is focused on presenting content to move through curriculum. There are
three main stages of Backward Curriculum Design. The first stage is “Desired
Results.” In this phase, the educator identifies the goals and objectives of the unit
and how students will understand and acquire these objectives. Essential questions
are developed in the first stage as well and address the big ideas of the unit. The
next phase is “Evidence.” The evidence stage requires determination of which
measures will be used to show how students made meaning of the objectives.
Students must also be able to transfer the new knowledge. I will use the power
standard rubrics developed by the district as evidence to how students make
meaning and transfer the desired results to new content. Learning Plan is the third
and last stage of the curriculum. In this stage, the activities and experiences are
sequenced to meet individual needs of students and align with stage one and two. I
will use learning activities from Hollie’s recommended protocols for the learning
plan stage.

District Power Standards
The teachers and staff in the project district created literacy and math
power standards in 2017. Power standards are a select number of standards in
which students will be assessed by the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments
(MCAs). The goal of the district power standards is to place student learning first
with academic content to be developed based on “Big Ideas” and “Essential
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Questions” which drive the district-created standards. The concepts of “Big
Ideas” and “Essential Questions” align with the guidelines of Backward Design
because they require educators to identify the concepts, skills, and cognitive
processes of each standard. Additionally, the district standard development team
developed rubrics to measure the degree the learning required to meet the power
standard. I will use these rubrics to ensure my curriculum meets district
expectations. Along with using the power standards for my curriculum, I will
consider the academic level of each EL using the language acquisition levels created
by WIDA.

WIDA Can Do Descriptors and performance definitions
WIDA created can-do descriptors for grade levels: kindergarten, first,
second & third, and fourth & fifth at the elementary level. Each age group includes
a description of student work expected at each language acquisition level, one
through six. It also details four language modalities: listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. WIDA has designated three different types of expected language for
each of the grade and language levels. The types of language are: recount (retelling
and discussing fiction); explain (non fiction); and persuasion. In addition, there are
receptive (listening and speaking) and expressive (speaking and writing) language
definitions for grade level K-12. Each receptive and expressive language
descriptors contain descriptions of level one through five. All levels are broken
into language areas of discourse level, sentence level, and word/phrase level. My
curriculum utilizes level four descriptions of recounting information and
corresponds with the district power standard of retelling stories and recounting
details will be the standard of the curriculum. (WIDA, 2016).

Culturally Authentic Pedagogy
I will incorporate the works of CLR developer, Dr. Sharroky Hollie. He
created different types of protocols that are implemented into the curriculum
Unit. Protocols are strategies that encourage culturally responsive learning. They
are categorized by purpose: Community builders, discussion, movement, vocabulary
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and literacy. The protocols used in the curriculum are listed in the Overview. All
protocols are adapted to be used in a small group EL setting.

REACH curriculum
REACH is the research based curriculum created by National Geographic. It
is designed for elementary ELs, in grades K-6. The goal of the curriculum is to
foster language development using culturally authentic literature to promote
engagement. Other components of the curriculum includes academic oral language,
written, and vocabulary development. All units and texts relate to content areas of
social studies, science, and literacy. Access to REACH materials used in this unit
require a subscription or purchase of National Geographic REACH.

Disclaimer:
All the above protocols are excellent ways to engage students and embrace
their culture. However, they cannot be used “just because”. It is essential to
take time to get to know students and choose protocols that meet their
specific cultural and/or behavioral needs. Users of this curriculum are
encouraged to think about what cultural behaviors are being validated,
affirmed, built, and bridged for each individual student. Teacher should be
explicit in their use of VABBing. They need to explain to students their
intention of protocols that VABB cultural behavior to promote academic
success in the classroom. This language is not included in the learning plan
because it must be individual to students.
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BACKWARD CURRICULUM DESIGN
DESIRED RESULTS
District Power Standard 1.1.2.2
Strand: Reading
Substrand: Literature
Anchor Standard 2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development;
summarize the key supporting details and ideas.
Benchmark:  1.1.2.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrating the understanding of their
central message or lesson
Learning Targets:
● I can retell a story.
● I can use key details when retelling a story.
● I can describe the central message/main idea/lesson.
Concepts (Nouns)

Skills (Verbs)

Cognitive Process

Key details
Central Message
Main Idea
Lesson
Events

Retell
Identify
Explain
Describe

__x_ Remember
__x_ Understand
___ Apply
__x_ Analyze
___ Evaluate
___ Create

Big Ideas
1. Retelling a story is restating the story in your own words (*could include beginning, middle, and
end but not directly stated in 1.1.2.2)
2. Key details are pieces of information that are important to the story that could include
characters, setting, plot
3. The central message is the big idea/lesson that the author wanted you to know
●
●
●

Essential Questions
How do you retell a story? What important information should be included when retelling the
story?
What are key details? How do we identify and use key details to help retell the story?
What is the central message/main idea/lesson of the story? How do key details help me
understand the central message/main idea/lesson?
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District Rubric of Standard two

EVIDENCE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
Benchmark
I can retell a story using the
elements of literature
(characters, settings, major
events and central
message).

1

2

3

4

I can retell a story using the
elements of literature
(characters, settings, major
events and central
message) with teacher
support.

I can retell a story using the
elements of literature
(characters, settings, major
events and central message)
with teacher prompting.

I can retell a story using the
elements of literature
(characters, settings, major
events and central
message).

I can retell a story using the
elements of literature (characters,
setting, major events and central
message) and apply strategies
such as:
●
Predict
●
Connect
●
Infer
●
Analyze
●
Synthesize
●
Critique
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OVERVIEW
Week One

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four

Objectives

Introducing Plot:
Setting, Main
Characters,
Sequence

Practicing Plot;
Introducing message

Applying Plot
Practice Message

Assessing Plot:
Writing about plot
and Message

Culturally
Authentic texts

Big Book: Mystery
Bottle, By Kristin
Balouch

A Different Pond.
Bao Phi Families in
Many Cultures, by
Heather Adamson

Families of Many
Cultures
Papa and Me by
Arthur Durros
Various Instructional
level texts (See chart
in appendix)

Drawn Together,
Minh Lee

Community
Builders/
Relationship
Building

-Five Finger
Introduction
-Would You Rather
- Back to Back
Drawing
- Find Your Sole
Mate

-Rare Bird
-Favorite T-Shirt
-Stand Up If You
-Corners

Snowball Fight

Making
Connections

Responding
Protocols

-Whip Around
- Roll ‘Em
-Put Your Two Cents
in
- Pick a stick

-Turn and Talk
- Mind Streaming
- Shout Out
-Campfire Discussion

-Shout Out
-Think Pair Share

-Turn and Talk
-Campfire Discussion
Tea Party

CLR Movement
Protocols

Stop and Scribble
Musical Shares

- Walkabout

Walkabout
Musical Shares

Stop and Scribble

CLR Vocabulary
Protocols

Word Sort
H.I.T
Picture Dictionary

-Word Map
- Rate the Word

-Word Splash

1Word Sort

CLR Literacy
Strategies

Tea Party

Graphic
Organizers

Setting Graphic
Organizer
Plot Thinking Map
Sequence Events

Bubble Map

Family

Share re-tell of

Discuss routine with

Language
Experience Approach
Echo reading

-Encourage students

Create Book with
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Connections
(using

Mystery Bottle: Invite
discussion

children. Retell A
Different Pond

to describe to
parents how famil-es
are different
-Create a story
-Retell Papa and me
(parents reminisce
about special times.

Retell: Can Do
Rubric

Different Pond:
District Rubric for
progress monitoring

Instructional book
retell: WIDA Can Do
rubric
Papa and Me:
REACH Assessment
Rubric

communication site
See Saw

)
Assessments

Family
Letter To Families

This unit covers 833 district Power Standard Two for first grade. I chose

this standard because it is included in the first grade standard-based report card
as well as addressed in Can-Do descriptors. The WIDA level 4 performance
definitions and can-do descriptors of the curriculum are targets for ELs. However
it can be adapted to meet the needs of any EL level.
Another feature of this curriculum is all protocols are adapted to be used in
a small group EL setting.
*See all descriptions and rubrics above *
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DAILY PLANNER
Week 1 Day One
Language Domains (Writing, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can describe my
family

Language Objective: I can explain
setting to a partner

Materials: crayons, pencils, setting cards,
sentence, setting graphic organizer, Setting
Graphic Organizer

Vocabulary:
Academic: Setting
Content:

Time: 30-35 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target (LT): I can describe
my family and identify pictures of setting.
1. Community Builder (10 min) Community
Building Protocol: Explain to students they
will create the Five Finger Introduction to
introduce themselves by describing their
family. Post the sentence frames for each
finger:
a. My family has __(number)_ members
b. Our home is in __(city)__.
c. My favorite holiday is _____.
d. My favorite meal is ____
e. I like to _____ with my family.
*Include rings of culture when appropriate*
2. Share (5 min) Share Five Finger Intro by
completing the Responding Protocol- Roll
Em. In this activity partners get a number, roll
a dice, and student with that number shares.
3. Vocabulary (10 min) Vocabulary
Protocol- Personal Dictionary: setting.
Provide definition of setting to students:
Setting is where and/or when the story takes
place. Model picture and example. Example:
the setting of Three Little Pigs is during the
day at each pig’s house. Fill out personal
dictionary
4. Practice (5 min) After complete students
the chart, share in a Responding ProtocolWhip Around using the sentence frame
“The setting is_____. My example is _____.

Differentiation: Students can respond to setting graphic organizer using pictures, words,
or phrases. They can also use more complex sentence frames.
Sentence Frames: Beginning: My favorite ____ is ____.
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Intermediate/Advanced: My favorite ____ is ______ because ____.

Week One Day Two
Language Domains (Reading, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can sort
examples of setting

Language Objective: I can describe
why a card shows setting or not

Materials: crayons, pencils, setting picture
cards,T-Chart, sentence frame, REACH Intro
video, teacher created vocabulary cards for
word sort.

Vocabulary
Academic: setting
Content: describe, family, family member,
home, holiday, meal, family intro video

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target (LT)
I can share examples of setting to a partner
1. Community Builder Protocol (5 min)
Would you rather.. Students stand in the
middle of the room and move to a side based
on what they would rather do. Ask: Would
you rather: read books or watch TV; have
breakfast or dinner; eat candy or cake.
Students move to the appropriate side of the
room.
- Provide the sentence frame I would rather
__ because ____.
2. Review setting (5 min) using REACH
T-Chart 1.11 REACH setting picture sort.
Model matching the words of a place with the
picture. Students take turns using the sort.
Once complete, provide the sentence frame
The __(home)__ is an example of setting.
The __(duck)__ is not setting. Differentiation:
Students can explain why “ (duck) is not
setting because_It does not describe a place
or time__.”
3.Vocabulary Introduction: (10 min)
Vocabulary Protocol- Word Sort describe,
family, family member, home, holiday, meal
Show students each word picture card and
use in a sentence. Students work in partners
to add picture and sort pictures of words (with
with picture included) from video.
4. Watch (5 min) REACH Unit 1 introduction
video. Use Discussion Protocol Put Your
Two Cents In.

Differentiation: Word Sort- Students can create their own sentences with vocab word or
fill in the Sentence Frame
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Week One Day Three
Language Domains (Reading, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can state the

setting and main character of fiction stories

Language Objective: I can share
examples of the main character.

Materials: crayons, blank paper or small
whiteboard, whiteboard markers, Picture
Dictionary, Mystery Bottle, Realia-Bottle

Vocabulary
Academic: main character
Content:

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target (LT)
I can state the setting and main character of
Mystery Bottle
1. Community Builder- (5 min.)  Community
Building Protocol- Back to Back drawing
Apply knowledge of setting: One partner
draws a picture of a simple setting school,
forest, home, park, then they describe
drawing to partner and partner has to
draw/match). Switch partners and roles
2. Vocabulary: Main Character- Vocabulary
Protocol- Picure Dictionary: (15 minutes)
Define main character as “who the story is
about: A person or animal.While the setting is
a place, the main character is a person or
animal.”
- Distribute Picture Dictionary to students.
Model how to complete the dictionary and
think of a sentence (can dictate, teacher
writes),draw a picture
3. Preview Read Aloud: (5 min) Mystery
Bottle
REALIA: Bring in bottle to show students.
Ask “What is the setting?What is the story
about? Who are the main characters? What
are they feeling? What does it mean to miss
someone? Responding Protocol: Pick a
Stick
4. Listen to Read Aloud (5 min)

Differentiation: Personal Dictionary- Provide picture dictionary with the definition already
filled out.
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Week One Day Four
Language Goals (Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can describe the
setting of a story using a picture of setting

 anguage Objective: I can share the
L
sequence of a story with a partner using first,
then, next, last.

Materials: crayons, blank paper, HIT
pictures. Picture Dictionary,

Vocabulary
Academic: Sequence, first, then, next, last,
finally
Content:

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target (LT)
I can explain how to retell a story using
sequence
1. Vocab Review:(10 min.) Setting
Vocabulary Protocol- H.I.T. Show pictures
(found online) and students use Responding
Protocol pick a stick to share how each
picture shows a setting with Speaking
Frame: We decided Picture #__ shows
setting because ____.
2. Vocabulary-Sequence (10 min)
Vocabulary Protocol: Picture Dictionary
Define sequence as “The order of something.
For example, what comes first, then,next,
last” Model how to complete the dictionary
and think of a sentence (can dictate, teacher
writes), draw a picture.
- Provide additional examples of sequence in
and out of context of telling a story. Share a
sequence of the beginning of day routine,
sequence order of objects with ordinal
numbers.
3.Comprehension: Discussion Protocol-Tea
Party: (10 min). In Tea Party, students walk
around until they find a partner. First they
greet their partner in a specific way (queen, at
a party, at school etc), exchange ideas about
the story, thank their partner, and find a new
partner.

Differentiation-  During the H.I.T vocabulary review students can writing sentence
before they share it

Formative Assessment: Students retell Mystery bottle in TEA party. Use Can Do

Descriptor Retell Rubric to determine student progress level (1,2,3,4) and areas to re-teach
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Week One Day Five
Language Domains (Writing, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can retell the plot
of the story

 anguage Objective: I can draw
L
pictures or write words about the plot of
Mystery Reader.

Materials: REACH Plot 2.1,
dictionary, flow map

Vocabulary
Academic: Plot
Content:

Time: 30 minutes

personal

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can retell the plot of
Mystery Bottle

1. Community Builder: (5 min) Find your sole

mate- Students walk around the room and
find someone with similar shoes, or their “sole
partner”. They share favorite animal and why.
2. Teach Vocabulary: (10 min) Distribute
REACH Plot 2.11 to students. Define plot as
“The important parts of a story, including the
setting, characters and sequence.
-Model and support students as they
complete graphic organizer
3. Model Plot: (10 min) Show students how
to tell the plot of Mystery bottle by creating a
Graphic Organizer flow map using words
and picture describing the events in the
beginning, middle, and end

Family Connection: Students share their graphic organizer on See Saw and retell

Mystery Bottle using voice record. Then they ask a question to discuss at home with family:
Who in our family do you miss? What do you do when you miss them?
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Week

Two Day One

Language Domains (Writing, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can retell a story
using setting, characters, plot

Language Objective: I can write the
plot of a story.

Materials: notecards, Word Map , A
Different Pond, Plot Graphic Organizer

Vocabulary
Academic: retell
Content:

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can write about the
plot of a story
1. Community Builder- (5 min)  Community
Protocol: Rare Bird-Write or draw & label
(and teacher too) a special thing about you
on a notecard, (complete 2 or 3 cards, one
thing on each). All students put cards in hat.
Draw one card out of a hat once a week and
students guess who it may be. Once the
person is once revealed, share about it
2. V
 ocabulary review: plot, retell. (25 min)
Teach: Explain they when you talk about a
story, you retell the important parts or events,
including the setting, characters, and plot.
Guide students to complete Graphic
Organizer Word Map using the word retell.
The picture can include two people talking
about a story they read. Share using
Discussion protocol Turn and Talk
Model: Retell a familiar story, Mystery Bottle,
or other story.
Practice: Distribute Plot Graphic organizers
2.11. Students work in a group to retell a
story using the Plot chart, including Setting,
characters, what happened in the story.

Differentiation Word Map: Retell- students can use pictures or words to complete
the map, depending on their level
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Week Two Day Two
Language Domains (Writing, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can determine
important events in a story

Language Objective: I can write the
plot of a story.

Materials: favorite T-Shirt, personal

dictionary, paper to create bubble map (or
pre-created), A Different Pond

Vocabulary
Academic: event, picture dictionary
Content: pond, refugee, minnows, freckles,
callouses, routine

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can describe
important events in a story
1. Community Builder Protocol Favorite
T-shirt: (5 min) Students wear their favorite
T-shirt to school. Discussion protocol: Walk
about-This is my favorite T-shirt
because____. Students share their favorites
with their classmates.
2. Vocabulary (20 min) Event- a thing that
happens in the story
a. Complete Graphic organizer: Picture
Dictionary
b.Create bubble map with examples of
events, such as birthday, lemonade stand,
soccer game, dinner, game night.
-Discuss the most important events in
Mystery bottle
b. Story vocab: Vocabulary Protocol Rate
the Word. Rate the content following words:
pond, Refugee, minnows, freckles, callouses,
routine
3. Preview (5 min) A Different Pond
Introduce genre Realistic fiction by stating
this is make believe story but can happen in
real life. Picture walk: Ask students questions
as completing the picture walk: What is the
setting? How do you know that? Here the
family is getting ready for the day. What do
you do to get ready? Who are the members
in his family? How do you think the boy feels?
Do you feel like that? What jobs does the
family have?

Family Connection: See Saw message to parents: Today students prepared to read
about a family whose parents have to work long days and have different routines. Please
share with your child your daily routine and how it is important for success. Connect or
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compare with your family routines you remember as a child.

Week Two Day Three
Language Domains (Reading, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can listen for plot
in A Different Pond.

Language Objective: I can share the
plot with a partner

Materials: favorite T-Shirt, personal

dictionary, paper to create bubble map (or
pre-created), A Different Pond text, A
Different Pond Sequence Cards

Vocabulary
Academic: Plot
Content: pond, refugee, minnows, freckles,
callouses, routine,

Time: 25-30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can listen for the
plot in A Different Pond
1. Community Builder Protocol Stand up if
you (5 min) Students stand up if they agree
with the following statements:
I like to play with my brothers or sisters,
I like to eat vegetables, my favorite color is
purple, my favorite thing on the playground is
the new 10 spinner.
2. Read Text (10 min)
Purpose- We are going to read this story to
see how dad, son, and other members are a
family. Review story vocab during read aloud.
3. Review Story Discussion Protocol Mind
Streaming (5 min): In Mind Streaming one
partner has one minute to share as much as
they know about a topic with a partner, then
trade. The other partner shares as much as
they know about a topic for one minute.
Share out two things with group
Complete Mind Streaming about A Different
Pond. (Can be done in groups of 3 if uneven)
3. Review plot: (5 min) Remind students
listen for parts of plot: setting, characters,
important events
4. Practice: (5 min) Students place picture
cards of A different pond in order, share
ideas. Retell together a class

Family Connection: See Saw: Students send a picture plot map of A Different
Pond. Students record their re-tell to parents to practice speaking.
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Week Two Day Four
Language Domains (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking,)

Content Objective: I can share my

Learning Plan:

thoughts and what I learned about family
while reading A Different Pond

Share Learning Target: I share what I learned
in A Different Pond

Language Objective: I can write the

1. Community Builder (5 min): C
 orners:
students walk to a corner of their favorites
Example: ice cream or cake; summer or
winter, gym or media,
2: Review Key Details: (10 min) Explain to
students there are many details in a story, but
not all important. Intro Somebody, Wanted,
But, So, Then Finally. These explain the key
details
Guide completion of A Different Pond to
practice finding important events

plot of a story.

Materials: post its for campfire discussion

(or pre-created), campfire, A Different Pond
text, Somebody Wanted…:Graphic Organizer

Vocabulary
Academic: Key Details
Content:

Time:25-30 minutes

4.Discussion Protocol Campfire
Discussion (10 min)
Students answer the following questions
about A Different Pond: What feeling did you
have at the end of the book? Sentence frame
I felt ____ because ____. What are the Key
Details?
Students write their response on a post it and
put it on the “campfire” or (the fire can be
drawn on a paper) Then rotate the campfire
¼ turn. Students take the post it in front of
them and read the response. They state if
they agree or disagree about the feeling.
Each student shares until all post its have
been shared. Encourage students to respond
in their home language if possible.

Assessment: Use district rubric and can do descriptor to listen as students retell A
Different Pond as progress monitoring.
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Week Two Day Five
Language Domains (Writing, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can explain what

Learning Plan:

the message or lesson of a story is

Share Learning Target: I explain the message
of a story

Language Objective: I can share the
meaning of the story A different pond

Materials: Picture Dictionary, A Different

1.Community Builder: Whipshare (5 min)
My favorite thing to do with my family is:

Pond text

Vocabulary
Academic: message
Content:

Time 25-30 Minutes

2.Vocabulary: Message (15 min) Picture
dictionary. Define message as the lesson
the author wants you to learn in the story.
Create a sentence and give examples. The
message of A different Pond is: Even when
family life is hard (not a lot of food or time to
spend together) you can still have fun. The
message of Mystery Bottle is: It’s okay to love
and miss family members who live far away.
b. Apply Message: (5 min) Responding
Protocol: Think pair share. What messages
did the boy learn from his father? What did
you learn from the way the family acts and
takes care of themselves?
Pick a stick/Sentence Frame: Share out to
the group using the sentence frame
“I learned ____ about the family. OR
“The author wants us to learn that families
_____.

Differentiation: Picture Dictionary- Provide support for beginning students by

writing definition of message.
Intermediate/advanced- Encourage students make a connection to a lesson they
learned from another story they read.
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Week Three Day One
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking,Vocabulary)

Content Objective: I can apply find the Learning Plan:
message of a book at my reading level

Language Objective: I can write a
book about my family.

Materials: whiteboards, whiteboard

markers, whiteboard erasers, plain white
paper, crayons, pencils, sentence stems,
Instructional level books (See appendix).

Vocabulary
Academic: help, like, my
Content:

Time: 30 minutes

Share Learning Target: I can find the
message of a book at my reading level
1. Vocabulary: (10 min.) Review words
Help, My, Like
a. Use the words in a sentence: I help my
family clean up. I like to play outside with my
family. My family eats together.
b. Students practice writing each word on a
small lap whiteboard. Invite them to use it in
their own original sentences.
Use words in a sentence, Pick a stick,
share sentences
3. Practice Students choose and read
decodable texts about family or their culture.
(20 min)
a. Introduce each text to students by
reviewing relevant vocabulary and exploring
the book in a picture walk
b. Students read texts
3. Apply Responding Protocol Walk and talk
sharing Students share their books with
partners while walking around the room or in
the hall. After a partner reads, the other can
add a comment or question. Then switch and
the other partner shares their story. The first
partner adds a comment or question.

Assessment: Use retell rubric as students retell their instructional story
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Week Three Day Two
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking, Grammar)
Content Objective: I can read and
understand Families of Many Cultures

Language Objective: I can say nouns
and their plurals

Materials: Textbook (Families of Many
Cultures), plural noun word sort

Vocabulary
Academic: plural nouns

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can describe and
give examples of nouns.
1. Community Builder Snowball Fight (5
min). Students write something about them
on a paper and crumple it up. Form a circle
and throw papers to make a snowball fight.
After a minute or so students stop and pick
up a snowball. Un crumple and share.
Repeat.
2. Preview Story (5 min) Ask: What do
families do together? How are the families in
the book the same and different?
3. Listen to Story Read aloud (10 min) Play
the audio of the story or read aloud. Ask
comprehension questions during reading
about the plot (characters, setting, events,
message)
3. Respond to Story (5 min) Invite students to
add ideas about family from the story to the
graphic organizer Response Protocol:
Musical Shares: Students walk around the
room to music. When it stops, they share
their responses with a partner. Repeat
several times
4. Plural Nouns: (5 min) Explain: The word
plural means more than one. When you are
talking about more than one thing, that is
called a plural noun. Give examples of items
that are singular (marker, pencil, etc. Make
the plural by adding an -s. Practice (5 min)
Sentence frames, walk the room, hang
cards of nouns around the room. Students
highlight plural nouns in sentences around
the room.
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Family Connection: Send a note home to parents explaining that students read a story
about families who are different in many ways. Ask your child about some things the families
did in the story they read. How is that different or the same as your family?

Week Three Day Three
Language Goals (Writing, Listening, Speaking,Vocabulary, Grammar)
Content Objective: I can apply social
studies vocabulary to my family

Language Objective: I can say nouns
and their plurals

Materials: Plural Noun sentence frames,
Word Splash

Vocabulary
Academic: plural nouns
Content: extended family, parents, together,
special, visit, fun

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can describe and
give examples of plural nouns.
1.Grammar Plural Nouns day 2
Practice (5 min) Create sentence frames,
walk the room, share from yesterday.
Sticks/Sentence Frame: ___ is a plural noun
because (it ends with an -s or means more
that one)
2. Extension: Families of Many Cultures:
(5 min) Shout out What did the author show
us what families do together in Families of
Many Cultures? How do they care about each
other?
3. Introduce new vocab: (15 min) Word
Splash: extended family, parents, together,
special, visit, fun. Invite each student to use
one word in a sentence using Response
Protocol Turn and Talk.

Differentiation: Word Splash- Students can write phrases or draw pictures on their word
splash
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Week Three Day Four
Language Goals (Reading, Listening, Speaking, Vocabulary)
Content Objective: I can explain family Learning Plan:
vocabulary

Language Objective: I can read Papa
and Me to a partner

Materials: Rare bird card created earlier,
small white board, Word Splash, Papa and
Me, text

Vocabulary
Academic: has, we, with
Content: trip, idea, group, share

Time: 25-30 minutes

Share Learning Target: I can read Papa and
Me with partner
1. Community Builder- (5 min)  Community
Protocol: Rare Bird-. Draw one card out of
the hat and students guess who it may be.
Once the person is once revealed, share
about it.
Vocabulary
2.“Snap Words” Vocab: (5 min): has, we,
with. Practice writing and spelling on a lap
whiteboard. Use in a sentence Responding
Protocol Turn and Talk: Students turn to
partner and share their sentences.
3. Add words to Word Splash: (10 min) trip,
place, idea, group, share. Discuss words
4. Preview/Build Background: (5 min).
Papa and Me. Look through story focusing on
the following sections: What is the setting?
How can you tell? Who are the characters?
What are the boy and his papa doing
together? What will they do at the park?
Make a prediction about where they are going
on the bus.
5. Read Papa and Me: (10 min) Literacy
Protocol: Echo reading. Teacher reads a
sentence and student repeat
c. Partner/group reading. Students read to
each other in pairs/groups of three

Differentiation: Students can partner read or independently read
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Week Three Day Five
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking,Vocab, Grammar)
Content Objective: I can retell Papa
and Me

Language Objective: I can group

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can retell Papa and
Me using plot thinking map

family vocabulary

Materials: Word cards for word sort for
each student, REACH plot thinking map,
Papa and Me text, REACH Assessment
Rubric

Time: 30 minutes

1. Vocabulary: (15 min) Review
a. Read each word from word splash with
students. Extended family, parents, together,
special, visit, fun trip, place, idea, group,
share. Invite students to use in sentences.
b. Students write words on cards and
complete vocabulary protocol word sort
individually
c. Students label each group of words and
use the frame “I grouped ___, __, and __
(etc) because___.
2. Papa and Me Plot review (10 min) Use
plot graphic organizer retell. Use REACH
Assessment Rubric They rotate telling the
story to teacher to evaluate using rubric.
3. Retell on See Saw

Differentiation: Students share Papa and Me plot organizer using See Saw. Invite
families to remember and reminisce about a time they did something special together.
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Week Four Day One
Language Goals (Reading, Listening, Speaking,Vocabulary
Content Objective: I can share
examples of message

Language Objective: I can share

Lesson Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can share examples
of message

messages about Papa and Me

Materials: Papa and Me text, plot

diagram, Campfire discussion,
agree/disagree sentence stems, pick a stick

Vocabulary
Academic: message
Content: trip, idea, group, share

Time: 25-30 minutes

1. Review: Message: (10 min) What does
the message of the story mean? Have
students look at their graphic organizer of
message and think of messages they learned
Response Protocol Turn and talk with
partner. Pick a stick to share
2. Apply: Vocabulary: “Message” (15 min)
Campfire discussion: What is the message
of Papa and Me? How do the details help me
understand the message? Complete
Campfire protocol.
a. Students write the message of the story on
a post it.
b.Add the post it to the campfire
c. Rotate the campfire and each student
reads the post it.
d. Then they state if they agree or want to
add to the post it and why

Differentiation: During Campfire discussions students can use appropriate agree or
disagree sentence frames according to their level.
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Week Four Day Two
Language Goals (Writing, Listening, Speaking)
Content Objective: I create a family
book to share with my family members

Language Objective: I can write a

story with characters, setting, plot, message

Materials: Blank story book (pages
stapled together), Word Splash

Time: 30 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I can retell the story
of Papa and Me and write a story about my
family
1. Community Builder- (5 min)  Community
Protocol: Rare Bird-. Draw one card out of
the hat and students guess who it may be.
Once the person is once revealed, share
about it.
2. Family Connection: (25 min) We are
going to create a story of what our family
does together. You are going to think of a day
with your family. What do you do together?
How do you start the day? What do you do
after that? You are going to take your book
home and share with your family. Read it to
them and they can provide some words in
your home language.
a. Brainstorm ideas using a bubble map
b. Provide sentence stems:
My family _____.
We like______.
c. Write frames on book
d. Add illustrations
*students can use Word Splash words to add
to story
3. Send book home with students to finish
with parent letter. Encourage parents to
include information or words in their home
language. Letter to Families
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Differentiation for Family Connection: When students are working on their

personal vocab books about their family they can write according to their level. Provide cloze
sentences, sentence stems, or encourage advanced students to add details to each page to
write 2 or more sentences.
-Students can use pictures, words, phrases, or sentences to fill out plot.

Week Four Day Three
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking)
Content Objective: I can retell Papa
and Me including all the main parts

Language Objective: I can write the
story of Papa and Me

Materials: Papa and Me Formative
Assessment, Papa and Me Text

Vocabulary
Academic: retell
Content: grandparents, first, then, next, last,
park, breakfast, happy, play

Time: 25 minutes

Learning Plan:
Share Learning Target: I write the story of
Papa and Me
1. Formative Assessment: (25 min) Write
about papa and me
a. Explain to students they will be writing the
story of Papa and Me. Given a word bank
(see below). Students look at each picture
from the story Papa and Me and write about
the plot of Papa and Me. Provide students
with a list of key words. Read the key words
aloud. Encourage students to use keywords
in writing.
b. Discuss each picture with students
C. State: We don’t know what they do at the
end of the story. It’s your job to decide what
happens next. Brainstorm ideas about what
could happen. Response Protocol: Turn
and Talk
Given a word bank: Students look at each
picture from the text Papa and Me and write
about the plot. Provide students with a list of
keywords: grandparents, first, then, next, last,
park, breakfast, happy, play

Assessment: Use WIDA can do assessment rubric to evaluate.
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Week Four Day Four
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking,Vocabulary)
Content Objective: I can revise my
retell of Papa and Me

Learning Plan:

Language Objective: I can discuss my

Share Learning Target: I can match common
and proper nouns and re-tell Papa and Me.

Materials: Papa and Me Formative

1. Formative Assessment: (10 min).
a. Finish from yesterday
b. Revise story

end of the story

Assessment, proper/common noun cards,
Drawn Together.

Vocabulary:
Academic: proper and common nouns
Content: trip, idea, group, share

Time: 30 minutes

2. Grammar (10 min)
Proper/Common Nouns
Present word cards on common nouns and
explain common nouns are about general
things like school, girl, kitten. Next name
specific things like *Park School, Sheila,
Patches
Vocab protocol Word Sort: Sort and match
common and proper nouns.
3. Intro Drawn Together/picture walk: (5 min)
Purpose-What do boy and is dad do
together?

Differentiation: Encourage students to use pictures, labels, words, phrases, and
sentences as they are able
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Week Four Day Five
Language Goals (Writing, Reading, Listening, Speaking,Vocab, Grammar)
Content Objective: I can revise my
retell of Papa and Me

Learning Plan:

Language Objective: I share my

Share Learning Target: I can match common
and proper nouns and re-tell Papa and Me.

Materials: Papa and Me Formative

1. Read Drawn together (10 min) Ask
Comprehension questions related to plot,
events, message, family connections

family story

Assessment

Time: 45-60 minutes

2. Stop and Scribble: (15 min)  Students
draw pictures of Drawn Together Setting,
Character, Events (beginning, middle, End)
Retell Drawn together (include setting,
characters, events), using Stop and scribble
papers Musical Shares,
Use Rubrics from power standards
3. Share Family Stories… Invite families in
the class to share stories (30 min)

Family Connection: Send an invitation to families to read stories together in class
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Appendix
A: Instructional Level Themed Differentiated Reading texts
Title

Author

Reading Level

Culture

Topic/Theme

Thunder Boy Jr.

Sherman
Alexie

Grade:1.6

Native American

Identity

Last Stop on Market
Street

Matt de La
Pena

Grade: 1.9

African American Family, Town,
City

My Two Blankets

Irena Koblad

Grade: 1.3

Immigrant
Children

Belonging
Homesickness

The quickest Kid In
Clarksdale

Pat Zielter
Miller

Grade:1.9

African
Americans

Segregation

I’m New Here

Anne Sibley
O’Brien

Grade:.7

Immigrant

Immigration,
Assimilation

Just Like my
Grandpa

Lada Kradky

Beginning

African American Family

In My Family

Faridah Yusof

Beginning

Multiple

Nana’s New Room

Eliza Robbins

Intermediate

Brothers

Lola Schaefer

Intermediate

Multiple

Family

Tortillas and Lullabies Lynn Rieser

Advanced

Hispanic
(bilingual)

Family

You and Me
Together: Moms,
Dads, and Kids
Around the World

Advanced

Multiple

Family

Barbara Kerley

Family
Family
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Appendix B: Culturally Responsive Rubric (adapted from Ebe, 2010 & Hollie 2015)
Are the characters in the story like you and your family?
Just like us ............................................................... Not at all like us
4

3

2

1

Have you ever lived in or visited places like those in the story?
Yes .........................................................................No
4

3

2

1

Could this story take place this year?
Yes .........................................................................No
4

3

2

1

How close do you think the main characters are to you In age?
Very close ..................................................................Not close at all
4

3

2

1

Does the story have main characters who are boys (for boy readers)?
Girls (for girl readers)?
Yes .........................................................................No
4

3

2

1

Do the characters talk like you and your family?
Yes .........................................................................No
4

3

2

1

How often do you read stories like this one?
Often .......................................................................Never
4

3

2

1

Have you ever had an experience like the one described In this story?
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Yes .........................................................................No
4

3

2

1
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